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From the President
Hi Everyone,
It is hard to believe we are already half way
through the year and this is our third Newsletter. It is also time for our Congress which
is on 15th and 16th of June at a new venue,
St James Catholic Primary School, Vista Parade, Kotara South. If you have not entered
as yet, please do - especially our newer
players as it is a great experience.
One of the main actions from our Management Plan is the development of our
members’ playing skills. Vincia Martin, our
Vice President, has done a great job in arranging a series of lessons presented by
Paul Rooms. Our first session had 40 people
attending, clearly indicating that our members want to improve as bridge players.
We have changed the Wednesday session starting and finishing times but the
‘jury is still out’ as to whether this will improve attendance numbers -it’s early days.
While our Club is a low-risk operation,
the Committee realised that we still do
have OHS responsibilities even down to
simple things like having the right First Aid
Box and electric equipment tagging. At our
last meeting, the Committee appointed Ailsa Kearney as our “Safety Person” and Ailsa
is going to identify and implement what is
required.
Our Thursday morning session is becoming more popular and has achieved a new
record with 16 tables and is closing in on
Tuesday numbers. With the latest set of
lessons having finished, we will have some
tables of supervised play as well. This innovation, from some years ago, and the
above Paul Rooms’ lessons, shows that if a
need exists, then it should be catered for
where possible.
We are holding a new set of beginner
lessons starting 15 July, hopefully Monday
morning and Wednesday evening. If you
know of anyone who would like to learn
our great game, please pass this on.

Cheers, Jeff

Welcome

Congratulations

Since 1 December our Club has
gained 16 new members. They tend
to slip in without our noticing but
we’d be remiss in not giving them a
big WELCOME. So let’s say g’day to:
Joan Browning
Kathryn Burrows
Robyn Cohen
Lynn Dickson
Carol Dunlevie
Tony Gibbs
Terry Gidley-Baird
Angela Helps
Debbie Jeffery
Jenny McCloy
Jocelyn Pech
Mary-Jane Polson
John Rosauer
Geoff Stafford
Paul Standing
Cedar Whelan

A glance at the ABF Masterpoints
website tells us the most improved
players for this year to date.

Thanks for choosing our club; we
wish you many years of enjoyable
Bridge.

WELL DONE to :
Stephen Miller
Giles Martin
Charles Bowen-Thomas
Lesley Bowen-Thomas
Jeff Conroy
Jeff Biddlecombe
Alan Hemmingway
Howard Bridgeman
Jill Blenkey
Vincia Martin
Cathy Hocking
Kay Brewer
John Stuart
Anthony Cooke
Susan McMaster
Shirley Pedonese
Deanna Stuart
Delys Brady
Mary Mahoric
Cheryl Pletz
Check out the top 50 most improved
players here
http:www.abfmasterpoints.com.au/
mostimproved.asp?filter=c&id=93

Key Dates
•
•
•
•

15-16 June : Newcastle Bridge Club Congress
14 July Hunter Interclub R2 (contact Tomaree BC)
15 July: new players’ lessons commence
6 October Hunter Interclub R3 (Hawkes Nest BC)

Success at Congress
Great Lakes: Greg & Sharon Mayo : members of winning team
Port Macquarie/Hastings: Michael Simes & Michael Johnson—2nd Place Pairs
Tamworth Teams: Rosalie Broughton, Ken Wilks Team—1st place
Central Coast: Cheryl Pletz & Margaret Carter—3rd place Restricted
Tilligerry Pairs—P. McGrath/C. Dibley 1st NS, P Robinson/C. Moskovsky 3rd NS
Maitland Teams—P McGrath, G Cowen, Dibley J. Gleeson—2nd , J Swaine, P.
Rooms, K Berry, L Bryant -3rd Mayo team 4th, Robinson Team 6th
Coffs Harbour: G & S Mayo team 1st, R Broughton, K Wilks Team 3rd

Meet Ellena Moskovsky
Have you ever wished you had started playing Bridge ages ago?
With hindsight it seems to be a huge mistake to wait until retirement to
embrace a game which takes years to learn and to gain proficiency.
Ellena – the lovely daughter of Christo Moskovsky came to Bridge on
Saturdays to play with her Dad when she was a young teenager. Besides
being one smart cookie, she has given herself the time to become one of an
elite group of top young players in the Bridge world. Let’s hear from her:
I started playing bridge when I was fourteen. My Dad began
teaching me at home - it was just the two of us, so we each
played two hands (completely impartially, of course!) – before
introducing me to the local bridge club. I remember the first
few times I played; I was so nervous my hands were shaking!
This bridge-club-anxiety quickly passed, and it wasn’t long
before I was completely addicted to the game. I love using
logic and deduction to solve puzzles and to me bridge is
exactly that! So, it wasn’t surprising to anyone that I fell in
love with the game. I was soon exposed to the Australian
youth bridge scene and shortly after was recruited to be on a
very junior team at the Pacific Asia Bridge Championships in the Gold Coast in
2008 (a congress year) – my first international bridge tournament. Our team
didn’t do particularly well, but I still had an unbelievable time. I made some
friends at that tournament that I’m still close to today.

Ellena learning bridge as a
teenager

Playing in the 2013 World Youth
Championships in Atlanta, as a
member of the Australian Juniors
Team.

Over the years I played on a number of state and national youth teams,
travelled to many amazing places around the world, met some incredible
people and played an inordinate amount of bridge. The highlight of my youth
bridge career came in 2013, when the Australian Youth Team, comprised of
Justin Mill, Peter Hollands, Nathan Mill, Max Henbest, Lauren Travis and
myself, won two silver medals at the World Youth Bridge Championships and
a gold medal at the Asia-Pacific Bridge Championships, all in the same
month.
For the last few years, I have (unfortunately!) had other priorities in my life
that have taken precedence over bridge (like studying and travelling!),
including a PhD in mathematics that I recently started at Monash University.
Yet in the last few months I have started to regain my bridge “vigour” (the
recent win of the Gold Coast teams being a particular highlight!), and am
looking to come back to the game more seriously. I would love to win all the
Australian national championships, but my ultimate goal is to one day
represent my country in the World Bridge Championships.
We in Newcastle will follow Ellena’s progress in Bridge and in the world of
Mathematics with pride. She’s sure to make a considerable contribution in
both fields. Keep up the good work Ellena!
Learn more about that triumphant 2013 win at
https://www.abf.com.au/australian-youth-bridge-teams-triumphant-world
-tour/

Ellena: PhD student

Thankyou to our Contributors
Jeff Biddlecombe
Jill Blenkey
Rosalie Broughton
John Burns
Jeff Conroy
Ken Cruise
Chris Dibley
Judy Dwyer
Roy Hardy
Christo and Ellena
Moskovsky

Jan O’Connor
Peter Peterson
Kay Rich
Pam Robinson
Michael Simes
John & June
Waudby
Ken Wilks
Pam & Michael
Winborne

Don’t forget to
’like’/’share’
our Newcastle
Bridge Club Facebook
Page

Facing your (Bridge) Demons?
The Mixed Pairs competition held February-March this year saw
good attendances over the 3 week competition with most of the
‘usual suspects” (ie better players) present. It was judged a great
success.
An added bonus this time around was that three pairs of gutsy
newer players came along to compete in what would arguably be
a much tougher field of competition than they have experienced
in their playing careers to date.
To John Burns and Judy Dwyer, John and June Waudby, Pam
and Michael Winborne: BRAVO! WELL DONE!
Curiosity got the better of Newsletter 3 and we sought
impressions from these 6 intrepid players as to their experience
within the battle-hardened Newcastle Bridge player milieu.
From Michael and Pam Winborne: First and foremost, we found
everybody very welcoming. Because we are quite realistic about
our bridge ability, we were quite daunted by the idea of playing
against some of the club’s top players. The sophistication of the
bidding and play were and are beyond us. As it turned out, we
totally struggled on the first week when there were a lot of high
pointed hands and a lot of slam bidding which we were not able
to capitalise on. In weeks two and three, we felt much more at
home and even felt we were able to squeeze some good players
in a couple of hands and get a good result. The biggest benefit is
obviously an increase in confidence.
In some ways, we feel that our biggest lack is in knowing bridge
“etiquette” so if you are playing good players who are not
tolerant of that then that is off-putting. But nobody made us feel
bad at all and many people offered helpful advice on bidding and
play. The only negative we found from the experience was that
our minds were so buzzing when we got home that we found
difficulty in sleeping. Maybe one adjusts to that.
From John and June Waudby: The other competitors were very
welcoming and obviously made an effort to make us feel
comfortable. We coped with playing high level players quite well
and enjoyed the challenge. They made an effort to explain their
bids which we found informative. We enjoyed the challenge. We
did find the sessions’ relatively late finish times a bit tiring so we
did not play Tuesday mornings after the Monday night games due
to this. For us the competition hi-lighted the improvement that
would occur if we introduced better and more specific
communication with our bidding (such as cue bidding) and will
work on this. Some members were particularly helpful and gave
us some tips. Name badges would have been helpful in matching
faces to names on the winners boards etc.
From John Burns and Judy Dwyer: Judy and I enjoyed the
opportunity to play against people considered to be best in the
Club. We both observed not only the bidding but also the
concentration of the better players on defence play and the cards
likely to be held in each of the opponents’ hands. This
strengthened our focus on play and appropriate leading of cards.

“We would encourage all players to relish the
opportunity to play against the best in the Club.
We felt most welcome.”

L-R: John Burns, Judy Dwyer, Pam & Michael Winborne

John & June Waudby

Farewell Jeff Conroy
Firstly I would like to thank everyone at the Newcastle club for their
friendliness and welcoming attitude. I think the club is run very
professionally and everyone enjoys their bridge because of that. I
have enjoyed playing with many
different partners over my two
and half years at the club. I must
thank both Jill and Alan for putting
up with me. I am especially proud
of what Jill and I achieved at the
Gold Coast last year. We have
made a solid partnership without
disrupting Jill’s golfing tournaments too much (tongue in
cheek). I am heading off to live on a golf course at Sanctuary Cove and will be playing bridge at the Surfers Paradise
club which is very large and competitive. I hope to see
various Novocastrians at some of the congresses that I
will still be attending. Thankyou all for putting up with my
loud talking and bad and sometimes inappropriate jokes.
You are all good people and I will miss you.
Last word to Jill:
Jovial Jeff has been a very competitive and kind partner.
His keenness is unsurpassed as is his willingness to tell
stupid dad jokes. He loves his bridge and red wines and I
will certainly miss sharing both these with him.
Jeff: Good luck in your new home from us all

Your guide to being Congress-ready
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The first Newcastle Congress
Spare a thought for the organizers
System card Ready?
Behaviour essentials
About the Congress Director
A little ditty to sing at Congress
He Who Hesitates...
Bidding Forum-Pit yourself against the experts
Try out a new Bridge convention
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The First Newcastle Congress

... was held on 25 August 1972 at Newcastle Universityin the fourth year of the Club’s
existence. Half of the Boards
were borrowed from
Wollongong Bridge Club. A
buffet luncheon was served but
half the attendees missed out
because of ‘plate-loading’ by
the front of the queue.
Roy (who had lunch!) and
Catherine Wileman each won a
trophy—a silver meat platter
which is still in use in the Hardy
household.
Thanks to Roy Hardy & an
undated newspaper clipping.
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they can use to enable our normal sessions to be serviced and
to provide Quick Tricks with the sets they require. By the
Friday before the Congress we only have 1 set of boards left
at the club.
As sets are dealt, they are placed into labelled crates for
transport to the venue.
A couple of members are rostered to bring the boards back to
the club on the Sunday night after the congress. They then re
-sort the boards into their correct boxes.
I then roster the Dealers to commence dealing early Monday
after the Congress so that we have dealt sets ready for our
normal sessions.
Dealing alone just for the congress takes around 11
hours. The Dealers are a great bunch and work in really well
to ensure it all runs smoothly. The members that bring the
boards back Sunday night deserve a special thank you as it is
a big job but very necessary. It probably takes around 2 hours
just to sort all the boards back into their correct boxes.
A BIG thankyou to Rosalie and her team of dealers:
Jill Cattell,
Lorraine Forward,
Bernie Adcock,
Garry Banauch,
Jeff Conroy,
Peter Wheatley,
Graham Woods

Spare a thought for the Organizers!

Ever had a comprehensive explanation of what is
involved in running a Bridge Congress? Rosalie
Broughton gives an insight into her organization of the
boards that we play.
Take a deep breath and read on:
Four deal files (for Saturday morning Pairs, Saturday
Afternoon Pairs, Sunday morning teams Sunday
afternoon teams )are created using the software
programme BOS (Bridge Organizing Software).
The deal files are sent to Matthew McManus (Director)
so that he can upload the hand records to the web
when the matches are completed.
Hand Records are printed for each match. In total I print
1,560 A5 hand records – I spread it out over a few days
when I am at the club. When printed each match is
placed in a sealed envelope.
We deal 10 sets of 30 boards/set for 3 sessions. So, in
total the club supplies 30 sets of boards
Saturday morning – Ken and I deal 5 of these sets into
wallets that are only used for the congress. This is more
labour intensive as each board has to be dealt and then
transferred to the wallets.
Matthew McManus supplies 10 sets of 30 boards for
Sunday morning session.
I roster the dealers and allocate what sets of boards
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System Card Ready?

Do you and partner have a system card?
The NSWBA regulations require that “each player at the table
has an approved system card that opponents can refer to.
This is in accordance with the general principle that your
opponents are entitled to know everything about your
partnership system and agreements . Your opponents can
refer to your system card and/or they can ask your partner
about the agreed meaning of your bid or play. “
NO WORRIES! Collect a blank card from the club then there’s
plenty of help on line with step by step guides to fill out your
system card. Our club website has a direct link to a document
which will guide you in filling out your card OR copy this link
https://www.abf.com.au/system/
ABF_System_Card_Guide_for_new_Players.pdf
Why not ask a more experienced member at the Club for
assistance?

Your guide to being Congress-ready
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Behaviour Essentials

It goes without saying that Newcastle Bridge Players are
unfailingly courteous and well-mannered.

while Jan's membership exceeds 20 years, including 3
years as President in the early 2000's. Ken's and Jan's
roles on the sub-committee have continued for more
than 10 years.
Matters commonly referred to the sub-committee relate
to disrespect and breaches of etiquette while playing,
and away from the table; in absolute fairness, it needs
to be stated that the current standards of respect and
behaviour among members are best evidenced by the
reduced numbers, and virtual absence, of matters
referred to the sub-committee over the past few years.
Where a matter of grievance is raised, the original letter
detailing the cause and background to the grievance is
sent to the named party for reply and comment within 7
days, following which the sub-committee convenes a
meeting with the parties. Then the sub-committee
reports to the Committee with its recommendation for
appropriate action.
The sub-committee records its acknowledgement of
current and past Committees whose
Maybe a few
efforts have resulted in the current
wines would
high standards of respect
have helped
and behaviour among Club
members ".

Newsletter 3 was curious however, to know what
procedures are in place should any of us fall from our
politeness pedestals . Is there the Bridge equivalent of
the ‘naughty corner’ ? Who else to ask but our
Grievance Officers—Ken Cruise and Jan O’Connor.

NL3 was hoping to hear of juicy instances when
players pulled knives on each other or reached over
and slapped the odd face. Alas – it was not to be!
Anyone who knows Ken and Jan would realize they
are the souls of discretion, impeccably diplomatic in
whatever they do - all that could be extracted from
them follows. Read on!
"The Club's key responsibilities as stated in its
annual Program include Grievance, to ensure
that all members have the opportunity and forum
to properly raise matters in breach of fair
standards, thereby causing grievance and
warranting appropriate action.
To assist in this regard, the Committee has
appointed a grievance sub-committee to
investigate such matters and report back with
recommendations, including suspension of playing
rights where warranted by the nature and
circumstances of the events giving rise to the
grievance.
The present grievance sub-committee comprises
Ken Cruise (Chair), Jan O'Connor and the
President, ex-officio. Ken joined the Club in 2000,
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About the Director

Matthew McManus is the Chief Director and Tournament
Director of the NSWBA . He officiates at a number of events
around the country and in New Zealand in his capacity as a
National Director. His articles, which can be found on line,
cover helpful advice for directors, teachers and players in
matters of law, ethics and bridge play.
He is unfailingly patient and calm in his role.
Don’t forget to say Hi! as he walks past your table at the
Congress.

Read some of his articles
here:
http://
www.nswba.com.au/
enews/columnist.asp?
C=Matthew_McManus

Your guide to being Congress-ready
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A little ditty to sing at Congress

Did you know that where
you sit around the Bridge
table is critical? We’ve
probably all played lots of
card games over the
years– rummy, snap,
Euchre, 500 – but in none of those games is our seating
vital. Amazing hey!
Now, I’m not talking about whether you have a cushion;
nor whether you have that chair with the comfy arm
rests or you’re getting a nice breeze through the
window – oh nooooooo. AND, I’m not talking about
your seating for the whole Bridge session – I mean that
for each hand your position is critical to how you play/
defend that hand.
Thankfully, it was comparatively early in my bridge
career that insight on one aspect of this dropped into
the bin (aka brain).
It started one day when I had another melt down and
admitted that I didn’t really ever know what to lead in
the middle of a hand and begged partner for
forgiveness and some sort of enlightenment.
“You have to lead through weakness up to strength”.
Whaaat? I kept getting this advice without
understanding it- I questioned whether I’d unwittingly
landed in a Self-Help Seminar or Introductory
Orienteering ?? Then I met up with the charming Neryl
Babbage (bridge teacher of several years ago) and she
quoted mellifluously “When dummy is on your left,

lead through the heft, when dummy is on the
right, lead to the weakest thing in sight”
I GOT IT!!! I LOVED IT – I STILL LOVE IT!!! IT WAS MUSIC
TO MY EARS...
“This gives partner more opportunity to take advantage
of possible finessing situations (since partner will play
after the strong hand). Likewise it may give partner
more opportunity for tricks, or to win with a lower card,
if the last hand (after he/she plays a card) is known to
be weak in the suit played. Try NOT to make partner
play before the strong hand.”
I still, many years later, can be caught singing it in a
glow of self-knowledge and satisfaction. I’ll certainly be
singing it (to myself!) as I walk through those Congress
doors.
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He who hesitates...

In my previous column, I wrote about the muchdiscussed issue of “Hesitations”. The potential problem lies in
the fact that hesitating could send a message to your partner
that you have something to think about, maybe undisclosed
values or potential support for partner’s suit. The hesitation
is therefore potentially giving “unauthorised information” to
your partner. The Laws of Bridge make it clear that there is
no problem with pausing to think about what to bid. However, that hesitation is a source of unauthorised information
and there is a problem if your partner makes a bid that could
be based on that information.
How does the Law operate?
If your opponent comes back into the bidding after his/her
partner has hesitated and passed, you are entitled to protection under the Law. You should announce that you believe
there has been a hesitation and may wish to call the Director.
If the opponents agree that there has been a hesitation,
there is no need to call the Director until the end of play of
the hand. If the opponents don’t accept that there has been
a hesitation, then you must call the Director immediately, so
that it can be established whether a hesitation has actually
occurred. If the Director determines that a hesitation has
occurred, nothing further happens until the hand has been
played. Note in particular that the Director cannot “undo”
the opponent’s bid. Bidding and play continue as normal. At
the end of the hand, the Director will return and at that point
decide whether the non-offending pair have been disadvantaged. If so, the Director will award an adjusted score to restore equity. Let’s see this in an actual example:
E

Pass

S

W

N

1H

2S

pass (after pause)

3H

All Pass

Why did South bid again in this auction? A reasonable conclusion would be that he was encouraged to believe that his
partner held some values – had some reason to think about
what to bid – and therefore it was worth pushing a level
higher. But this is exactly what the Law forbids. And the Law
is actually tougher than that. It does not allow South to argue
that “We never let the opponents play at the 2 level”, or
some such argument. If South’s bid could have been suggested by his partner’s hesitation, it is an “infraction” of the Law.
The Director is called after South’s bid of 3H, and it is agreed
that North had “paused for thought”. The bid of 3H stands,
the hand is played and the Director comes back to the table.
What happens next depends partly on the result of the play.
The Director will need to check what the probable outcomes
were for West’s 2S bid. If playing 2S would have given EastWest a better score than letting South play 3H, then the Director will give East-West that score. On the other hand, if
South goes several tricks off in 3H, giving East-West a good
score, that score will stand.
In short, South can not benefit from bidding after North has
hesitated.

Peter Peterson— NBC Tournament Director
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Bidding Forum
Choose your bid and then compare with the experts.
You are South in hands 1-4 and West in 5. Standard system and teams scoring in all five.
Many thanks to our panel : Chris Dibley, Kay Rich, Pam Robinson and Michael Simes.
Hand 3 West deals, no one vulnerable

Hand 1 South deals, EW Vulnerable

9
J98742
84
AJ92

Your Choice: Pass /2

W

N

E

S
pass

pass 1

pass 1

pass 2

pass ?

/2

/ Other

/3

Your Choice: 2

Bid/Votes
3C 2 Pass 2
Pam: 3C Fit in clubs and S must answer, N can decide on
contract
Kay: Pass North has a minimum hand.
Michael: 3C. If I thought that the opponents would not
enter the biding by balancing with 2S I would pass. But,
where are the spades? Partner could have three, so the
opponents have at least nine between them. Bidding 3C
will likely keep them out the auction. The risk is that partner may bid 3NT with 16-17HCP unbalanced with a spade
stopper. If this happens I would bid 4C
Chris: Pass. As opener did not force the rebid, he is limited and should have raised 2H with 1354 and Hxx in your
hearts. (also might consider bidding system change to 1C,
2H = 4-7HCP, 6+ Hearts-might get to better pairs result)
Hand 2 East Deals, NS Vulnerable.

A1097
92
KJ92
J105

W

N

E

S

3

pass

pass dbl pass pass
3

pass pass

Your Choice: pass /double/ 3

52
J2
AQ10876
743

??

/ 3NT/ 4

Bid /Votes
4S 2 3S 2
Pam : 4S. N/S obviously have black suits & N has a good
hand to come in at third level being vulnerable
Kay: 3S I think X means N has 4  and is looking for game.
Michael: 4S Why didn’t partner double 3H after my penalty pass of 3DX? Partner probably only has 3 Hearts, maybe
AXX. I would now bid 4S, a double fit with partner’s likely
distribution 4315
Chris: 3S. N has 1 or 2 D (W did not pass 3DX), 44/43/34 in
Majors (maybe 4S?)) and did not X 3H so 3-5C. Partner
knows you have a good hand with D stopped. West should
have 7 card suit to pull 3DX. East may have 0-2 H. Spades
probably breaking 3-2 if partner has 4 but partner may
have only 3. 3NT looks like maybe a safer bet to avoid
cross ruffs. Give partner the choice by bidding 3S (may
have double heart stopper and poor S)

W
1

N

E

1NT Pass

/ 2NT/ 3

S
?

/3NT /5

Bid /Votes
2NT 2 3NT 2
Pam : 2NT Transfer to D then 3NT. S must have 6D and
at least 7 points for this bid not VUL
Kay: 2NT If partner is maximum he’ll go to game. Easier
to play than 5 
Michael: 3NT No guarantee that this is right but it is
teams scoring. I have a nice 6 card diamond suit and
partner has overcalled 1NT (15-18HCP balanced with
clubs stopped)
Chris: 3NT if diamonds “working” then 9 tricks, else
probably only 7. Good gamble at teams/IMP scoring.
Also if go through 3D, more likely to get an attacking
opening lead maybe in a Major.
Hand 4 West deals, no one vulnerable

AJ
-AKJ98732
543

W
1

N

E

S

Pass

Pass

?

Your Choice: Double / 2NT/ 3NT / 3D/ 5D
Bid/Votes
3NT 3
Double 1
Pam : 3NT Hand is too strong for 3D and E has passed so
hopefully N has points in other suits.
Kay: Double see what partner has to say, how many
points he has. Can end up in  if he’s minimum.
Michael: 3NT 9 tricks are usually easier than 11 and are
likely on a  lead. The risk is that opener could have a major 2 suitor and lead hearts, but opener’s partner has
passed so is weak. Useful missing points are more likely to
be with my partner. A double would allow opener to introduce a second suit making it easier for them to compete.
Chris: 3NT Strong offensively , 5 loser hand. Partner does
not have good 6 or 7+ H suit to overcall 3H, and limited
HCP (most would be 10-14 HCP, balanced). You have 13
HCP and East < 6 HCP. 6D slam not impossible opp. 9/10
HCP like xxx, Axxxx, QX, KQx, or with CK onside xxxx, xxxx,
Qx, AQJ. 5D game could be on with weak hands like xxxx,
xxxx, xxx, Kx. Probably 5D is the limit.
In NT 9 tricks on  lead with DQ in 2 (else maybe 5-7
tricks only). In pairs, if 3NT could be the correct contract
(versus 5C/D), nearly always bid 3NT as it will usually
equal or better the 5 minor score. You lose occasionally
but pick up in the long run.

Hand 5 -You are West
West Deals, N-S Vulnerable
*South explains that North has 5 spades and 4
of another suit

 Q652
 764
 A53
 Q42

W

N

Pass 2 *

E

S

X

XX

?

Your Choice: pass /2NT/ 3NT/other
Bid/Votes Pass 2 2NT 1 other 1
Pam: 2NT Has cover in  and 8+ points
Kay: Pass. I think S wants to find out their partner’s other suit. We can come in later if it suits us.
Michael: Ask what the XX means. It is probably
asking for North’s second suit. If this is the case, I
would pass and see what develops. If the second
suit is passed around to me I would pass (or Double if this is penalty—partnership agreement?). If
the redouble is showing strength by South, I
would bid 2NT but not happily because I would
expect the HCPs to be divided about 50:50 and
2NT not likely to make (assuming partner’s double
just shows an opening hand with spade shortage);
however, it is too risky with teams scoring to
leave 2  XX in and allow the opposition to make
a vulnerable game.
Chris: Ask questions for more information.
Their bids:
1.
Is the 2S opening 6-10 or 11-14 HCP, esp.
VUL against not?
2.
What is the system meaning of XX? Eg does
it promise Axx/Kxx in Spades for a spade
lead vs NT? Usual action 8 trumps Law of
Total Tricks at 2 level ok. Also does it deny
4H?Logically would bid 3H with 5. So partner may be 0/1 spade, probably 4 hearts
and 8 in minors OR 16+ with strong 6+ suit
Our Bidding: Does partner’s X promise 16+ HCP or
Takeout for minors, OR just a good competitive
11+ HCP. 13(54) etc?
I would want Q98x or Q10xx to bid 2NT [After an
opponent opens a weak two-bid and your partner
makes a takeout double, your bid of 2NT is Lebensohl.
It says nothing about notrump. It asks partner to bid
3C, and you can then pass, sign off in a suit, or make
another descriptive bid.]

Failing that, if opps XX does not show points, I
would probably pass—they get 5 spade tricks, 1
heart ruff probably and maybe 1 minor trick.
Decision rests on lots of questions including how
aggressive opps are vul vs not, state of match,
their declarer ability, how good is partner on defence etc. If in doubt play safe and bid 3C
Want to suggest/write something for the next newsletter? Email carey48@bigpond.com
Deadline is 16 August 2019
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Try Out a New Convention

Responder 2C Check-back is a mechanism whereby
following a 1NT re-bid from opener, the responder can ask
opener to define his no-trump range more accurately and
also show additional features (it can also be used after a 2NT
rebid).
With an auction such as:
1C/D, 1H/S;
1NT, 2C * (= Checkback, invite or better and asks for an unbid 4 card H suit over 1S, else 3 card support for responder's
Spades)
Opener's rebids are: (Note - some use other agreements)
Rebid

Meaning

2 D*

No 4-card major or 3-card support for responder's bid suit

2H/S

Showing a 4-card major, or 3-card support
for responder's bid suit

Should opener deny support by bidding 2D*, responder may
still make a major suit rebid with a 6-card Suit showing either
a weak or invitational hand ("slow shows" values):
Hand

Bidding

Weak

1C/D - 1H/S;
1NT - Simple rebid of Ma (6+ Ma, not invitational)

Invitational 1C/D - 1S;
1NT - 2C*;
2D* - 2S (6+ Ma, invite strength)
Pass/2NT/3NT/4S

Responder can also show weak or invitational hands with 5
Spades and 4 Hearts:
Hand

Bidding

Weak

1C/D - 1S;
1NT - 2H (5S,4H not invite)

Invitational 1C/D - 1S;
1NT - 2C*;
2D* - 2H (5S, 4H invite strength)
If you want some lesson hands and to read more details, try
Ron Klinger's excellent lesson.
http://minicourse.ronklingerbridge.com/pdfs/The%202C%
20Checkback.pdf?
utm_source=basicnewsletter09262013&utm_medium=email&utm_ca
mpaign=2c+checkback&utm_source=RonKlingerBridge.com&utm_ca
mpaign=1049953623-Basic+Newsletter%
3A++June+13&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d4d2c156d11049953623-150890622

Thanks to Chris Dibley for this article.

